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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to determine the /-groups of the suspensions
of the stunted lens spaces. In order to state our theorem, we recall some nota-
tion in [3] and [7].
Let p be a prime and 5 2 / + 1 be the unit (2ί+l)-sphere in the complex
(ί+l)-space. Then the (2ί+l)-dimensional standard lens space mod p is the
orbit space
L'(p) = S2t+1IZp, Zp = iexp(2πuV^Ϊ/p)\u = 0, 1, -,p-l}
where the action is given by z(z09 •••, zt)=(zzQ9 •••, zzt). Le t [# 0, •••, zt]^L*(p)
denote the class of (z
o
> •••, zt)^S2t+1. T h e space Lk(p) (k^t) is naturally im-
bedded in V{p) by identifying [z
θ9 •••,#*] with [zOy •••, zk, 0, •••, 0]. Denote the
subspace
ti(p) = i[*o, - , zk]*ΞLk(p)\zk: real, ^ ^ 0 } .
Then L\p)-U(ρ) and Lk0{ρ)—Lk'\ρ) (k^t) are (2&+1)- and 2Λ-cells respec-
tively, which make L\p) a finite CW-complex.
Let vq(s) denote the exponent of the prime q in the prime power decom-
position of s and tπ(ί) the function defined on positive integers as follows:
( 0 if #Φ2, SΞJΞO (mod(f-l))
vq(s) if }Φ2, s=0 (mod(ί—1))
vq(m(s)) = <
2+v2(s) if q=2, s = 0 (mod 2).
For non-negative integers r, ί and n with £>w, we set
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Main result is the following theorem.
Theorem. For an odd prime p, we have
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4) i) If n+r+lmθ (rnoά(p-l)), then
ii) Ifn+r+ί=0 (mod(p-l)), then
where i=min{h(r, t, n+1), vp(n+l)}.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
REMARK 1. The/-groups of the spheres are well known (cf. [3, Examples
(3.5) and (3.6)] and [12]):
Zmin/2) (w=0(mod4))
Z2 (n=l9 2 (mod 8))
0 (otherwise).
REMARK 2. The partial results for the case r=n=0 in the parts (2) and
(6) or the case n=0 in the part (2) have been obtained in [7, Theorem 2] and
[10, Theorem 3.8]. The corresponding result for the case p=2 we have been
shown in [11].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give preliminaries. In
section 3 we give proofs of parts (2) and (4) i). In section 4 we prove the part
(4) ii). The proofs of the other parts are given in the final section.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we prepare some lemmas which are needed to prove the
theorem. From now on, p denotes an odd prime.
Lemma 2.1. Let r be a positive integer and let k and j be integers with
k~j (mod/)), then
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k'-j'ΞΞrik-jy-1 (mod />V>+2).
Proof. Since k=j (mod p), we have
sίA-ΛΣJ^i""1 (mod/)
This proves the lemma for the case vp(r)=0. Moreover
"
1
 (mod/)
= Σfcί^ft-jy-W'+ϋO') ϋψ-'-1 (mod /)
s
ί0 v )*~ 1 (mod/).
Assume that
# - / = rik-jψ-1 (mod/*w+2).
Then we have
Thus the lemma is proved by the induction on vp(r). q.e.d.
Lemma 2.2. Let r be a positive integer with r=0 (mod (p—1)).
/or each k prime to p, we have
kr-1 = r(l-k>- 1 ) (mod p v *w + 2 ).
Proof. Since kp~ι=l (mod />) for each k prime to p, we have
tf_l = (#-i)r/»-i>_ir/tt-i>
= W(/»-1)) (A*"1-1) (mod £V> + 2 )
( p - 1 ) ) (Λ*"1-1) (mod ^V> + 2 )
by Lemma 2.1 and the equality vp(r/(p—l))=vp(r). q.e.d.
The following equalities in the polynomial ring Z[x] are obtained by making
use of the binomial theorem.
(1) ΣU})Σί . iώ (-!)'"*«* = *'•
(2-3)
φφ
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In the rest of this paper we fix a positive integer t. Set C2k+1=Lk(p)—Lo(p)
and C2k=Lk0(p)-Lk-1(p) for O^k^t. Then the lens space V{p) has the cell de-
composition
L\p) = C°UC1 UC2U ••• UC2t+1,
d(C2k+1) = 0, 9(0^) - ^C 2 *- 1 .
Denote by c* the dual cochain of C*. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. For each integer n with 0^n<t, we have
C\\ Ή*(Tt(<h\ Tn(fλ\ — \ Λ t 7 ί/*2ίV
\i.) JLl yJLQyp)) •L'Q\P))t=!*j£_ιiB*n+lέ'p\c f
zΰhere Zp{c2i} means the cyclic group of order p generated by c21,
(2) H*(U(p), L«0(p); Z2)e*0.
The following lemma can be obtained by making use of Lemma 2.4 and
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for i£-theory and ^O-theory (cf. [8]).
Lemma 2.5. The orders of J?"r(LJ(p)/LS(ρ)) and KO-r{Ll(p)jLl{p)) are
divisors of p*~n. Precisely,
(r: odd)
(1) V-VΓ//-NΓ// . . , - . (r .even),
where ord G means the order of a finite group G.
Considering the Z^-action on *S2ί+1 X C given by
^Λlp) (x,u) = (z^xp(2πV^Λ/p)y u exp(2πVT^
for (z, u) e 52/+1X C, we have a complex line bundle
Set
σ =
 v
-leS(L'(p)).
We also denote by σ the restriction of σ to Lf0(p). Then the following
proposition is well known.
Proposition 2.6 (Kambe [6, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.5]).
(1)
(2) S(L'0(p)) is the direct sum of cyclic groups generated by σ, σ2, ••-, σp *. The
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From this we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.7. Let u be a positive integer with u=s(p— l ) + j for
p-h
modulo the subgroup generated by
Proof. By making use of the relation (σ+ l)p=l9 we obtain inductively
for l ^ j ^ / ι — 1 . Set integers £ i > ; ( l ^ ί ^ p — 1 , l^j^p—1) by
Then we have
and
0 (mod/)2) (l
( (mod/)) (j<iSp—1).
This proves the case ί = l . Now suppose the result true for some value of s,
that is
with
0 (modp'+1) (l^i<j,
{-pγ (modp^) (i=j)
, 0 (moi
Then we have
= Σfcl (Σf i ^ ,-B*.,
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It follows from the inductive hypothesis that
( 0 (mod ps+2) (k<i or i<j)
(-P)5+1 (modps+2) (i=k=j)
0 (mod ps+1) (otherwise).
Hence
0 (modps+2) (ί^k<j)
Σf-ί-4ί-BM= (— p)s+1 (mod^ 2 ) (k=j)
k 0 (modps+1) (j<k^,p-l).
Thus the proof is completed by the induction with respect to s.
We define the function
(2.8) μ:Z-*Z
by setting μ(k) to be the remainder of k divided by p for every k^Z. Set
(1) xi = I'(vi-l)^K(S2'Lto(p)) for each integer i,
(2) yt = Ir(η—iy^ίC(S2rLo(p)) for each positive integer i
where / denotes the isomorphism defined by the Bott periodicity. Then, fol-
lowing properties are obtained by the proof of [10, Theorem 3.8] and the
equalities of (2.3).
(1) x{ =
(2) ^ Σ j - i φ ί - l ) ' - ' * / (*><>).
(2.10)
(3) *, = Σj-i(J bv (i>0).
(4) For Adams operation ψk, zϋe have
ψ
k{Xi) = Kxki.
For each i prime to p, N(i) denote the integer chosen to satisfy the property
(2.11) iN(i) = l (mod/)
Let w be the remainder of r divided by p— 1 and set υ=p—l—zϋ. Then lίgτ;
^p— 1, and
ΣJ-iφ (-l)-'N(in = Σ3J.χφ (-l)'-Γ (modi,)
= c!
* 0 (mod p)
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by [10, Lemma 3.7]. For 1 ^ .j^p—1, we put
(2.12) Y, = yj-HUφ (-iy-W(
where iV,=iV(Σί-iφ (-l)'-'JV(f»f)). Then we have the following.
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Lemma 2.13. Let j be an integer with ί^j^p—1 and k an integer prime
to p, then we have
(1) Yj=yj (mod py.) (j>v).
(2) F, = 0.
(3) Y, = -JVSJ.i(J) (-l)-W(ί*0 ( ^ ' - i b Ί •
(4) yy = Σ i - i φ C - i y - w ^ O ^
(5) (ψ"-ί) (yy)-^ Σί-iφ ( f
0 (mod ρW>*ιy,) (j<v)
0 (
Proof. (1) Since
Σl-iφ (-1/"W(ί") = Σί-iφ (-1)'-'** = 0 (
by [10, Lemma 3.7], (1) is obtained by the definition (2.12).
(2) From the definition of N
υ
, we have
mo
(3) By making use of the properties (2.10) and the definition of iV(z), we
have
(4) Similarly, we have
Y, = Λ - -ly-NVn {y,- Y1)
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= Σl.iφ (-iγ-'N(i») ((ψp-i)Xl+ r,)
by the properties (2.10).
(5) It follows from the definition (2.12), by making use of the properties
(2.10) and the equalities (2.3), that
Hence we have
= (Σί-.φ {-l)i-ik\^m
by the properties (2.10). Lemma 2.1 shows
φ
 ί
'W ί r ) {kripr-{kΐ)pr)N
v
yp (modpW
= Σ ί - i φ (- ly-'Niμikiγyik-kηk'-'Nvy, (mod ίv#
= Σί-iφ (- ly-Al-^- 1 )^^ (mod^
Since (l-Λ^-^rsO (mod/>v*(r)+1), (5) is obtained by [10, Lemma 3.7].
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Lemma 2.14. Let u andj be integers with \ ^ w^j^p—\. Then, for each
k prime to p, τΰe have
°
 {moάp) {u<i)
k (mod p) (u=j).
Proof. From [10, Lemma 3.7], we have
(modi)
- c q e d
3. Proofs of parts (2) and (4) i) of Theorem
We begin with the method which is used in the proof of [7, Theorem 2].
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a finite CW-complex and assume that KO(X) has an
odd order. Then the real restriction
is an epimorphism. In particular, if K(X) also has an odd order, then
kerp = (l-
and
zΰhere r : ίί(X)->fc(X) is the conjugation and J: KO(X)-+J(X) is the natural pro-
jection.
Proof. Let c:KO(X)->R{X) be the complexifϊcation. Since poc=2: KO(X)
-+KO(X) is an isomorphism, c is a monomorphism and p is an epimorphism.
We now turn to the case in which K(X) also has an odd order. Since p=
poτ, p((l—τ)£(X))£*0. Conversely, assume ρ(y)=0 for some y^R{X), then
y-\-τ(y)=cop(y)=0. Since K{X) has an odd order, y—2x for some x^K(X),
and the equality 2y =y—τ(y)—2(1—τ)x implies y=(l—r)x. Therefore
Since KO(X) has a finite order,
ker/ = Σ,( Πke(ψkR-l)KO(X)).
It follows from the compatibility of the Adams operations with the real restriction
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(cf. [4, Lemma A 2]), that ker Jop coincides with the subgroup generated by the
elements of ker p and Σ*( Γ) k\ψk- l)K(X)). Since τ^ψ'1: R{X) -*K(X)y we
have
ker p = ( l -
Therefore,
ker Jop =
This completes the proof.
From Lemma 2.5, we have
for each odd integer i. Therefore we have a short exact sequence
(3.2) 0 - Z(S*(U(p)IL"0(p))) h g(S*(L'0(p))) ^ £(S»-(U(p))) -* 0 .
We now put
(3.3) Γ ' = te/-
&Ξ|=0(mod/0
Then we have the following property.
(3.4) The group V
n
 is the direct sum of cyclic groups generated by
The order o/^c - O / f y ^
Moreover we have the following.
Lemma 3.5. Assume r>0. Then U
n
 is the subgroup of V
n
 generated by
pi(n-i)/(p-i)i+iYi ( i = i , . . . , ^ - 1 ) and ^cc-o/Cί
In the case r=0, U
n
 is the subgroup of V
n
 generated by
Proof. Put s=[n/{p—ί)] and j=n—s(p— 1), and consider the case r>0.
The lemma is true for Ut by (2.12), Lemma 2.13 and Proposition 2.6. Assume
that the lemma is true for U
n+U that is
U
n+1 = <ip
s+1Yi\ l^i^j+1} U {psYi\j+2^i^p-
Then, by Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14, we have
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y y / + 1 (modUn+1) U
_ ( ^ - i _ 1 ) r ^ (modC/n+1) O'+l=«) .
Since U
n
=(U
n+1U {(ψk—ϊ) (psyj+i)\k3?0 (mod/>)}>, the lemma is true for Un.
The proof of the case r=0 is similar to the above proof. q.e.d.
We now turn to the proof of the part (2) of Theorem. From (3.4), Lem-
mas 2.13, 3.1 and 3.5 we obtain
J(S*(U(p)IL*o(p))) « VJU.
Then, the equality
establishes the part (2) of Theorem.
We turn now to the proof of the part (4) i) of Theorem. By the above
proof, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. If w + r + 1 ^ 0 (mod p—1), then the quotient map
q
n
: S»(U(p)IL
 0(p))
induces the isomorphism
In the exact sequence of triple (L'0(p), LYι{p), L"(p)), we have
KO-2'+1(LΌ(p)IL»o+1(p))^0
by Lemma 2.5. Hence, we have an exact sequence,
p ) ) ) ( ) > 0 .
Therefore, the row of the commutative diagram
J{S*{U{p)jLl{p)))
M)/ \
/(S^(U(p)IU+1(p))) J-^Xj{S»{U{p)ILn{p))) M J(s^^) - 0
is exact by [3, Theorem (3.12)]. Since the map J(ql) is the isomorphism by
Lemma 3.6, we have a split short exact sequence
0 -*/(S*(L$(/>)/L3+1(ρ))) -*J(S*(U(p)IL*(p))) - / ( S 2 » + 2 ' + 2 ) - 0 .
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This completes the proof.
4. Proof of the part (4) ii) of Theorem
In this section we assume that n-{-r-\-1=0 (mod (p— 1)). We set (w+1 ~v)l
(p—l)=s where v denotes the integer denned in section 2. By making use of
the isomorphisms
and
we obtain the following commutative diagram, in which the row is exact:
K(S2r(CPf/CP")) • g(S2r(CPtt+1ICP"))
I , 1(4.1) 0 - V
n+A K(S*(U(p)IL'(p))) £
n+1
V
n
 .
It follows from Corollary 2.7 that we have x^K(S2r(Lo(p)/Ln(p))) such that f3(x)
=psy
υ
 and/2(#) is a generator of K(S2n+2r+2). Since K(S2n+2r+2) is isomorphic to
Zy we have a direct sum decomposition
where Z(x} means the infinite cyclic group generated by x.
For the Adams operation, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. (1) For each integer k prime to p, toe have
ψ\x)~k''+^x-(((k''+^-\)+r(k^-ί))lp)f1(p^yv) {mo
(2) Ifk=0 (mod p), then we have
Proof. (1) We necessarily have
for some integers a and β by (2.12), (3.4), Lemmas 2.13 and 3.5. By using the
ψ-map/2, we see that β=k
n+r+1
. Now project into V
n
 f
λ
{ps+1y
v
) maps into
ps+1y
v
 and x into psy
v
, and we see that
v
) (mod U
n+1).
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It follows from Lemma 2.13 that
(k*+'+1+pa) (pyf) = ((1 -A*-')r+ \ψy, (mod C7B+1).
This implies that
«/i(^+1Λ) = -(((^ + r + 1 - l)+K^- 1 - l))Wi(^ + 1 J .) (mod/1(t/n+1))
and
i % ) { m o d f i { U n + i ) ) .
(2) If 6 = 0 (mod/>), then
* V ) = Ψ\v-iY = W(*)-l)' = (τ*-l)' = (1-1)' = 0,
and
Hence, the desired result is obtained by using the similar method used in the
proof of (1). q.e.d.
We now recall some definition in [3]. Set Y=K{S2r{U{p)jLn(p))) and let/
be a function which assigns to each integer k a non-negative integer f(k).
Given such a function /, we define Yf to be the subgroup of Y generated by
ik«k\ψk-l) (?) |ΛeZ, J G Y}, that is
Yf =
Then the kernel of the homomorphism J"\ Y->J'\Y) coincides with Γ\Yf
where the intersection runs over all functions /.
Suppose that/satisfies
(4.3) f(k)^ί+max{vq(m(nJrr+1)) | q is a prime divisor of k}
for every A G Z . In the following calculation we put n+r+l=u for the sake
of simplicity. From Lemmas 4.2 and 2.2, we have
) ((u(ku-l)+ur(kp-1
= kf(k\ku-l)x-kfWN(ulpvpW) ((u(ku-l)-r(ku-l))lρv>(u)+1)Mps+1y
v
)
(modMU
n+1))
By virtue of [3, Theorem (2.7) and Lemma (2.12)],
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<Mu
n+1) u W(k\+k-i
= <UU
n+1) U {(tn(«)
Therefore,
Y/ = <Ji(U.+1)U{m{n+r+l)x-Mfι(tr+ιy,)}>
where M=(m(n+r+l)lpvp<»+r+1>+1)N((n+r+l)lpW+r+1)) (n+1). Since this is
true for every function / which satisfies (4.3), we have
(4.4) /'(Y) = YI<UU,,
We now recall the notation of h(r, t, n+1):
minfr^+l, [(ί+r)/(ί-l)]-(«+r+l)/(f-l)} (r>0)
{r
' '
n + }
" I [*/(p-i)]-(»
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.
where i=min{^(w+l), h{r, ty w+1)}.
Proof. By (4.4), we have
Since ^(M)=^(w+1), the greatest common divisor of M and ph(r'ttn+1) equals to
p*. Choose integers α and b with
Then, it is easily seen that
= <{m(n+r
and
This proves the lemma.
Now, by virtue of the above lemma, the proof of Theorem (4) ii) is com-
pleted by the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.6.
Proof. In this proof we put A=S2r(Lt0(p)l(Ln(p)), B=S2r{U{p)jLVι(p))
and C=S2n+2r+2 for the sake of simplicity.
Consider the homomorphisms
where p
α
 and ct are the real restriction and the complexification. Then, by
making use of Lemma 2.5, Lemma 3.1 and [3, Lemma (3.8) and Theorem
(3.12)], we see that/"(ker p
x
)^0 and so J"(pi) a n d / " ^ ) are the isomorphisms.
Since p is an odd prime and ra+r+1 = 0 (mod p— 1), there are following cases,
i) Γf n + r + l = 0 (mod 4), then we have the commutative diagram
0 0
-J ~ -J
0 > KO{B) > KO(A) > KO{C) > 0
I* |* 1*
0
of exact sequences. By making use of [3, Lemma (3.8) and Theorem (3.12)],
we have the following commutative and exact diagram:
0 0
-L ~ -L
J"(KO(B)) > J"{KO{A)) • J"{KO{C)) > 0
\j"{c2)
(K.{Jj)) > J \K.[Λ)) • J (AL(C)j > U
\ I I
o o o
Since /"(/) is a monomorphism by (4.4), J"(c2) is also an isomorphism. There-
fore we obtain
ii) If w + r + l . = 2 (mod 4), then we have a commutative diagram
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0
. r?γ D\ J . ivy A\ ^ ZΓ(Γ^\ ^ Π
• Λ.(i>) * &(-#) * ** (W > "
0 > ^ 0 ( 5 ) > ϋΓO(^) 1
0 0
of exact sequences. Inspecting the diagram, we see that p2 ^
s a n
 epimorphism
and
J I ker pj : ker p
x
 —> ker p 2
is an isomorphism. By making use of [3, Lemma (3.8) and Theorem (3.12)]
we have the following commutative and exact diagram:
0 > f'Q&rpd > /'(ker ft) > 0
J"{KO{B)) > J"{KO{A)) > J'\KO{C)) > 0
1 I I
o o o
It follows from the first part of the proof that /"(ker pι)^O. Thus we have
This completes the proof of the lemma.
5 Proofs of the other parts of Theorem
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem. We begin with the part
(1). Since XO(52r+1(LS(^)/Zg(^)))^0, we have
This proves the part (1).
Since 2KO(S2n+2r+3)^0 and KO(S2r(Lfo(p)/Ln0+1(p)) has an odd order by
Lemma 2.5, by making use of the exact sequences of the triple (Lo(ρ), Lo+1(p),
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Ln(/>)), we have an isomorphism
(5.1) KO(S2r+\Li(p)ILn(p)))^KO(S2n+2r+3).
Hence we obtain
This proves the part (3).
Similarly, by making use of the exact sequences of the triple {L\p), Lo(P),
Lo(p)), we have an isomorphism
This proves the part (5).
We now turn to the part (7). Put A=S2r+\Lt(p)ILn(p))9 B=S2r+\U{p)l
Ln(p)), C=S2t+2r+\ and D=S2r+1(Lt0+1(p)ILn(p)). Then, we have the commuta-
tive diagram
KO(D) -ί-> KO(B)
0 • KO(C) • KO(A) • KO(B) > 0
where the row is exact. It follows from (5.1) that / is an isomorphism and
KO(B)^KO(S2n+2r+3). Hence the row sequence splits as an exact sequence of
-\Jr-groups. Thus we have
This proves the part (7).
We now turn to the part (8). Put A=S2r(Lt(p)/Ln(ρ)), B=S2r{Lt0{p)jL"{p)),
C=S2i+2r+\ D=S2r(L'
o
+1(p)IL"(p)), and E=S2r(Lt
o
+1(p)lLt
o
(p)), Then we have
the commutative diagram
KO{E) > KO(D) * KO(B)
A' J J
0 > KO(C) y KO(A) > KO(B) y 0
Jδ
x
 Jδ 2
KO(C) = KO(C)
of exact sequences. Since KO(E) has an odd order and 2KO(C)ezO, we have
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j(KO(E))^0. This implies that δ
x
 is an isomorphism. Hence the middle row
sequence of the diagram splits as an exact sequence of ^-groups. Therefore
we have
This proves the part (8).
Finally we note that the proof of part (6) is similar to that of part (8). q.e.d.
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